What motivated you to run for office?
I was motivated to run for the office by watching what was going on in the political realm of national politics. I questioned what I could do for my own community to help them prepare for the issues facing us, as well as to protect our membership from the pandemic.

National politics was getting intense and I could see how that was going to impact us locally and wanted to have a voice for our membership on the legislative level to ensure our tribes were not going to lose ground regarding voting rights or funding opportunities.

What would you most like to accomplish as an elected leader?
I would most like to accomplish raising the bar for our tribal government and how we operate as well as increasing the funding and services for our membership.

What are the biggest challenges facing your community?
The biggest challenges facing our tribes right now are the fact that we face vaccine hesitancy. We try to motivate them by providing incentives, but it appears that we are missing the boat.
Other issues facing us are employment; we have many employment opportunities and cannot seem to fill them. Another huge issue, not unlike other tribes, cities, towns or counties, is the lack of revenue and the lack of infrastructure.

**What advice would you give someone considering running for office for the first time?**
My advice to a first-time candidate would be to study the treaty, reach out to current council members or past council members to find out the current or past issues, and get a good understanding of the government-to-government processes and how the federal agencies are supposed to work with the tribes. Learn how the tribes are impacted by national events and political decisions. Also learn how the Constitution and Bylaws affect them once they are appointed to the tribal council.

**Is there a conservation-related rule, policy or idea you'd like to see implemented at the local, state or national level?**
I would like for the government-to-government consultation process to be relayed to all agencies that we deal with. I would like for them all to understand that one tribe cannot and does not answer for all tribes. There are five tribes in Idaho, and having one representative from one tribe to represent all five tribes does not work. I would like them to recognize that the tribes operate with sovereignty and learn how to work with the tribes.

**The salmon crisis in the Pacific Northwest/Interior West has cultural, environmental and economic implications for tribes and communities in those regions; what are some of the specific ways it has impacted your community?**
The salmon crisis has impacted our community by curtailing the fishing and cultural practices of our tribes. Our tribe has practiced gathering salmon, and it was a family event. However, in this day and age, due to the salmon becoming extinct, there have been many families that have gone without fish, without sustenance of these fish.

**The Columbia Basin Initiative would restore salmon populations while also strengthening the region’s energy system, transportation system and economy. Are there ways local and tribal leaders can engage at the local, regional and national levels to advance this effort?**
The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes have engaged in media events, social media campaigns, newspaper articles, person-to-person meetings and events to advance the Columbia Basin Initiative. I personally have used my attendance at the Coalition of Large Tribes and other legislative meetings that I have had an opportunity to attend to discuss and bring attention to this initiative and how it has impacted our tribe and our concerns of how these issues have impacted and can in the future impact our tribe and others in the state.